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Bad math: calculating bodily capacity in Cassils’s Cuts: A Traditional
Sculpture

E. Hella Tsaconas*

Department of Performance Studies, New York University, New York, NY, United States of America

This article reads Cassils’ 2011 durational performance piece Cuts: A Traditional
Sculpture alongside the messy arithmetic of Karl Marx’s Grundrisse in order to
ask after the place of measurement within theories of bodily capacity and
living labor.

Keywords: athleticism; durational performance; Marxism; capacity; affect
studies; feminist performance art

Notebook IVof Karl Marx’s Grundrisse – a continuation of the Chapter on Capital – opens
with an attempt to clarify the confusion between profit and surplus value and to disprove the
“erroneous calculation” of economists (“Carey and his consorts”) who conclude that “the
share of labor rises as the rate of profit falls.”1 Marx’s effort is, to put it crudely, very
numbers-heavy. After five arduous pages of percentages, postulations, equivalences, and
calculation, his voice re-emerges abruptly: “The devil take this wrong arithmetic. But
never mind. Commençons de nouveau.”2 The momentary eruption of an arguably more
human Marx provides a welcome respite from the seemingly endless calculations that
precede and succeed it; the contemporary reader may delight in the sudden shift to a collo-
quial tone, anachronistic as its emphatic may be. For my part, I can’t quite tell if I’m hear-
tened or annoyed that the repetitive quantitative examples that have clouded my reading and
stalled my progress have also confounded Marx himself. The associated footnote explains:
“The numerical examples above and below contained occasional, always trivial errors of
arithmetic. The corrections, as indicated by MELI, have been implicitly substituted here,
unless noted.”3 Irony abounds given that these trivial errors should appear as Marx attempts
to correct the presumably more serious “erroneous calculation” of Carey and his consorts,
though his use of French indicates that perhaps Marx takes his errors in good humor (or
perhaps it indicates the extent of his exasperation, or his exhaustion).

In any case, I’m not trying to play “Gotcha!”with Marx. Rather, I wonder what this little
moment reveals about the Grundrisse’s method.4 Of course, Marx does begin his labor
anew, valiantly undeterred as always. The plea “devil take this wrong arithmetic” followed
by “never mind” reveals a contradictory insistence, in which the specificity of the concrete
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example remains crucial even as its theory is defended as strong enough to withstand a slop-
pily calculated example. In this moment, the Grundrisse’s form begins to echo its object:
Marx perseveres in his mathematics even though this effort will inevitably come apart,
much as the successful workings of capital will always eventually lead to its own
damage. And here, our contradiction: it is in these moments of failure – when Marx
makes an error (which he does frequently), when capital causes its own demise (which it
does by definition and with necessity) – that recommencing is made possible. Crisis,
somehow, begets persistence.

My primary conceptual interest in reading Marx is to ask after the ways in which the
body is formalized in and evaluated by the processes of capital. Indeed, informed by my
Grundrisse reading, I find it very tempting and thrilling to make a provocative claim
like: labor invented the body. This is not to deny that the body existed before wage
labor, but rather to turn our attention to the process by which capitalist production’s funda-
mental requirement of living labor, and the status of surplus labor as creator of value, sim-
ultaneously produces and presupposes a now-dominant epistemology of the body: an
instrumental account which understands the body as the site of and container for a discrete
and quantifiable amount of capacious action. In short, this is a theory of body-as-capacity.
Marx asserts that because, in bourgeois capitalist production, unlike in systems of serfdom
or slavery, the worker is (even if only formally) a free worker, who sells his labor to the
capitalist as an equal agent in the process of exchange, it follows that “the totality of the
worker’s labour capacity appears to him as his property, as one of his moments, over
which he, as subject, exercises domination, and which he maintains by expending it.”5

Since this labor-capacity of the worker is now realizable as property, and given that this
labor-capacity exists only as potential within the body, the physical body itself materializes
as property of the worker. To have a body within the regime of wage labor is to own one’s
own body, a body which is an object of more or less value insofar as labor-capacity com-
prises one form of value in which the posited value is located in the body, not yet realized as
money. In an attempt to make sense of the differentiation – the more or lessness – of such
potential, I turn to Marx’s formulation of the “dialectical inversion of the right of property”
under capitalism, by which the capitalist gains the right to appropriate alien labor while the
worker is obligated to relate to his capacity as alien from himself.6 Thus, capacity, alien to
the worker who nonetheless owns the body that realizes it, is now instantiated as a discrete
entity available to various modes of cultivation.

Marx is careful to assert that the freedom of the wage laborer is merely formal: neither
liberatory nor egalitarian, this formality guarantees only the freedom to be exploited. The
confrontation between capitalist and worker, insofar as the appropriation of surplus labor
is a presupposition of capital, can only ever go one way. The process by which the
worker’s formal freedom produces labor capacity as a discrete thing located in the body,
enables a double exploitation of the worker in his exchange with the capitalist. It is not
enough that the capitalist is, in his role, always appropriating quantities of labor capacity
beyond that for which he provides compensation in wages. Indeed, the cultivation and
maintenance of capacity, even before exchange has taken place, insofar as it has been for-
malized as contiguous with his very flesh, becomes the responsibility – the liability – of the
worker.7
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If capacity is a liability, how is this capacity cared for? How is it built, maintained, and
measured? Moreover, how does the notion of an operative bodily capacity, always ready to
be converted into a measurable quantity of labor power, shape the field of discursive
meaning to which our bodies are beholden? I approach these questions by turning to a
2011 durational performance entitled Cuts: A Traditional Sculpture. Personal trainer,
body builder, and performance artist Cassils describes the piece as follows:

Over 23 weeks I built my body to its maximum capacity. I did this by adhering to a strict body-
building regime constructed by master bodybuilding coach Charles Glass. David Kalick, a
nutritionist specializing in diets for sports competition, designed a diet where I consumed
the caloric intake of a 190-pound male athlete. I also took mild steroids for eight weeks of
the training.8

Devised while serving as an artist-researcher under the auspices of Los Angeles Contem-
porary Exhibition’s Los Angeles Goes Live: Performance in Southern California 1970–
1983, Cassils frames Cuts as a reinterpretation of Eleanor Antin’s Carving: A Traditional
Sculpture (1972) and its companion piece Lady Face Man Body as an homage to Linda
Benglis’s Advertisement (1974). Cassils explains: “I wanted my new work to interpret
these feminist pieces, which take on gender, power and the body. I project these works
into a context exploring what it is to be transgendered in today’s society.”9

I am interested in reading Cuts as an athletic performance, in which the term athletic
functions not only as a description of physicality, but names a specific genre of performance
that offers unique insight to a Marxian account of living labor. While plays, dance perform-
ances, live art, and musical concerts might all be reductively defined, like an athletic event,
as bodies doing things on display, the centrality of quantification is unique to the athletic.
That is, I propose the athletic as a mode of performance that is first and foremost concerned
with the explicit and intentional measure of bodily capacity. Without denying the pervasive-
ness of the theatrical rituals and aesthetic codes that govern formal sporting practices and
other athletic endeavors, there is no athletic without numbers: speed, height, distance,
points. Investing in the centrality of measure permits an understanding of athleticism as
a mode of inquiry, and a means of gathering data about bodies in order to render them
knowable. Moreover, in the athletic paradigm, there is always a winner: this collection
of data is always already participating in the production of a hierarchy of value in which
certain bodies are positioned as objectively more valuable than others.

The athletic is the organizing principle of formal sport and exceptional virtuosity, yet
within post-industrialism the athletic seeps outwards, encroaching on the quotidian. Its
logic is something that many of us, even those of us who could not be further away
from considering ourselves sportif encounter with increasing frequency on an ordinary
basis, given the proliferation and of mainstream data-accumulation technologies, programs
that track runs and bike rides and visits to the gym, apps that tell you how fast you were
moving at each moment, how many pages of Marx you read in the past 24 hours, how
many times you opened your refrigerator door, and how many steps you took today.
These are apps that create graphs of “effort” and track “best performance” compared to
yourself and others. Such technologies respond to (and reproduce, to be sure) a capitalist
appetite for data accumulation that promises to deliver more, better, faster. However,
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Figure 1. Time Lapse (Front), 2011. Part of the six-month durational performance Cuts: A Tra-
ditional Sculpture. c-print, 60×40 inches.
Source: Cassils. Image courtesy of the artist and Ronald Feldman Fine Arts. © Cassils 2011.
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they also lead to a kind of epistemological gap, whereby the excess of increasingly precise
data paradoxically comes to evacuate an ontological account of bodily capacity itself.
Beyond a collection of numbers, what does it really mean to say that a body’s capacity
has been increased, has been cultivated? What can that body do, or: what can that body
now do better?

In Cassils’s September 2013 gallery show Body of Work at Ronald Feldman Fine Arts
Gallery in New York City, the video and photographic materials documenting the six-month
span of Cuts were presented alongside a number of Cassils’s other works, that, like Cuts,
serve to unmoor the demands of heteronormative sex-gender schemata. Encountered all
at once in Body of Work, there is no doubt that Cassils’s oeuvre brilliantly renders the fic-
tiveness of gender as a somatic-semiotic system10 comprised of acts of doing as well as
being done to. In Cuts, the bounded, durational process of building a body destabilizes
the hegemony of normative gender by producing the remarkable co-prescence of a virtuosic
masculine musculature manifest on a putatively female body; Cuts’s companion piece, a
magazine collaboration with photographer Robin Black entitled Lady Face Man Body
even more explicitly stages visually “incoherent” gender, suturing together hyperfeminity
and hypermasculinity in a series of highly stylized, pin-up portraits of a shredded Cassils.

Yet, in encountering Cassils’s body-as-art-object and grasping the contours of its semio-
tic condition, I suspect that it is all too easy for the viewer to become the knowing gaze who
masters precisely what she sees. I worry that this kind of representational encounter – what
Fred Moten calls a “mode of semiotic objectification and inquiry that privileges the ana-
lytic-interpretative reduction”11 of materiality into meaning – risks foreclosing a differently
oriented engagement with the work that might be better equipped to account for, or simply
be with, the muscle of the work, of the piece, of the body. Instead of perceiving Cuts as the
durational representation of a body’s gendering, I suggest that the work enables an under-
standing of gender as always already the cultivation of material capacity that is made,
unmade, and remade in perpetuity.

In Cuts the rigorous and intentional cultivation of body armor lodges Cassils within
several simultaneous strata of subjectification. The piece makes a mockery of mainstream
body building of quotidian systems of discipline, and of the modern regime of individual
responsibility, the system of knowability in which the body can only be an independent
and discrete entity, capable of actions that render it – through its own sheer force – more
desirable and more valuable, under capitalism. Within athletic performance, bodily capacity
becomes meaningful through systems of measure: athletic formalism functions biopoliti-
cally in its attempt to contain the anxiety produced by the threat of radically unknowable
raw physical capacity, subsuming the body’s movements into predetermined categories
of legibility that are in turn mediated and consumed as spectacle. Cuts inhabits the
regime of athletic quantification askance: though Cassils did measure weight gain and docu-
ment their body’s changing appearance over the course of the performance, the artist did not
set out with an explicit quantitative goal (“to produce a body which can do X”) but instead
was guided by the diffuse and intangible notion of arriving, eventually, at the point of the
body’s “maximum capacity.” Cassils’s project delimits not a distance but rather a direction,
and in so doing engages a system of non-teleological measure. The stated structure of the
project begins to sketch out a map and dares to ask where – in the pursuit of maximum
capacity – a body might go.
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Figure 2. Time Lapse (Back), 2011. Part of the six-month durational performance Cuts: A Tra-
ditional Sculpture. c-print, 60×40 inches.
Source: Cassils. Image courtesy of the artist and Ronald Feldman Fine Arts. © Cassils 2011.
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In the video component of the work, Fast Twitch//Slow Twitch (2011) – presented as a
two-channel installation within a gallery context, and widely available in a pared-down
format YouTube12 – an uncanny vibrancy becomes manifest as Cassils’s body, in time-
lapse footage, shakes with instability, these micro-gestures alive and twitching. The
video does not end with a static image of an impressively built body. There is no unveiling,
no “Ta-da!” moment. Instead, the footage ends with an extended close up of Cassils’s face,
dwelling too long for comfort and made strange by the effects slow motion. This face, eyes
dull, grimaces under the immense effort of exertion (out of frame, Cassils’s body “maxes
out,” a term which, in weight-lifting parlance, means to lift at the absolute high end of
one’s strength threshold) before finally falling back into an inverted slackness.

In denying a linear before-and-after visual narrative, this video reminds us that Cassils’s
project enacts a mode of building a body that is about something other than a legible
product or an end result. Instead of producing an infallible, muscled edifice, Cuts opens
the possibility of a non-linear kind of building, composed of disjointed motions and
speeds, that simultaneously composes and undoes itself: a body coheres only to fall
apart. But without a before-and-after, and without a product, how do we – how does
Cassils – know when the point of maximum capacity has been attained?

Capacity is also a tricky concept, deceptively and especially difficult to think of in
relation to bodies. For those who read and write within affect studies, the frequent repetition
and reiteration of Spinoza’s phrase –“the capacity to affect and be affected” – risks ascribing
a certain hollowness to capacity, but a careful reading of this phrase highlights the trickiness
of a word that moves in two directions at once. Capacity, invoking capability, is the poten-
tial ability to perform, or simply to do, some kind of skill or action. It also refers to the
ability to receive and to contain; in common language, we frequently use capacity to
refer to the maximum amount or quantity (say, of persons) that can be contained by a
given object (say, a room). Yet either way we use capacity, in its active sense or in its
passive sense, it is simultaneously both: note that Spinoza does not say “the capacity to
affect or be affected.” The boxing dyad exemplifies this double valence beautifully; a
boxer’s capacity is comprised of her ability to strike her opponent and receive her
opponent’s blows, showing us that capacity always entails a set of relations. Thus,
framing my analysis of Cassils’s athletic performance within the terms of bodily capacity
serves to invoke both the force of the artist’s bodies in kinetic action as well as the objecti-
fication of that bodies as a container for value, simultaneously highlighting the Janus-like
relationship between a body’s puissance and its vulnerability.

In “Prognosis Time: Towards a Geopolitics of Affect, Debility and Capacity,” Jasbir
Puar demonstrates capacity’s reliance on its inverse on a geopolitical scale: capitalism, to
maintain its own demand of living labor, needs throw-away bodies, “bodies whose debilita-
tion is required in order to sustain capitalist narratives of progress.”13 Puar’s call to account
for social identity not as an intrinsic, essential bodily attribute but through a framework of
the distribution of risk a useful rejoinder to queer and feminist Marxist scholarship that
posits the production of coherent identity categories as a means of somatic stratification
that emerges from the differential distribution of capacity across kinds of bodies rendered
more or less valuable to capitalist production.14

So too on the micro level is a contiguity between capacity and debility, a finite point at
which one becomes the other. This threshold is, I argue, realized in Cuts. In the written
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account of the piece, Cassils reports feeling empowered and invigorated by an increasing
muscular strength. But more than that, Cassils recalls:

I also felt like shit. I was so tired all the time from all the heavy lifting. My joints ached con-
stantly, and my muscles became so tight that my girlfriend had to take my t-shirt off at night
because I was no longer flexible enough to do so myself… injury was imminent, and though I
managed to stop before it got too bad, it was just a matter of time before I was limping around
with buckled knees like all the other bodybuilders. I stopped this project on July 27. On this
day I stopped the creatine and the steroids. I stopped force-feeding myself, and I took two
weeks off the weights. Within 14 days I had shed eight pounds of muscle. My skin grew
thick as the testosterone withdrew from my system. My moods swung.15

In Cuts, Cassils builds a body, viciously, until that body cannot go on. Ironically, this is
where we can finally locate the elusive point of maximum capacity: precisely where the
body’s force is overwhelmed by the threat, and the fact, of its impending debility, where
the difference between food and poison becomes completely indiscernible. As it turns
out, this arbitrary zenith, the point of maximum capacity, is quite a dangerous spot: the
body can only be made strong as it approaches proximity with the forces of its
decomposition.

This should come as no surprise. Marx makes clear that, paradoxically, the continuous
success of capital depends on its own failures. In a particularly dramatic passage of the
Grundrisse, Marx writes:

Hence the highest development of productive power together with the greatest expansion of
existing wealth will coincide with depreciation of capital, degradation of the labourer, and a
most straitened exhaustion of his vital powers. These contradictions lead to explosions, cata-
clysms, crises, in which by momentous suspension of labour and annihilation of a great portion
of capital the latter is violently reduced to the point where it can go on.16

Thus, under the tyranny of its ever-expanding spiral, capital is required – from time to time,
these occasions becoming ever more frequent – to destroy its contents in order to maintain
its form. We might say: just as capitalism requires its own destruction, capacity requires its
own wearing out and using up. By this formulation, the kind of capacity disintegration
present in Cuts cannot serve as a means for the undoing of capital, given that capital
undoes itself while continuing to survive its own destruction. Yet, the passage cited
above continues with a prophecy, that these “regularly recurring catastrophes lead to
their repetition on a higher scale, and finally to [capitalism’s] violent overthrow.”17 Marx
insists that the dramatic, violent crises that constitute capitalism’s raison d’être will, even-
tually lead to its demise. But where is the point of distinction between the self-destruction
that allows for regeneration, and the death that finally kills?

In Cuts: A Traditional Sculpture, the building of a body is not a triumphant act, but
rather a process that is both temporary and risky. A body coheres to come apart, capacities
are cultivated only to disintegrate. Cassils’s piece suggests that, within a capitalist frame-
work, the bodily capacities that are not exhausted by capital in the production and consump-
tion cycle are otherwise ruined outside of it, yet ruined still in the name and service of
capitalism.
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To close, I propose a shift away entirely from an instrumental understanding of capacity
as the ability to perform labor. After all, drawing from Yann Moulier-Boutang, the collective
authors of Escape Routes aver that “labour as an identifiable individual capacity is a fiction.”
Within the Italian workerist genealogy of Marxist theory, the notion of the worker selling
labor as such is itself merely an illusion of the wage system: “What is sold is not individual
capacities to work but rather a social, collective power that is able to set the capital relation in
motion.”18 Fred Moten and Stefano Harney present a qualitatively different account of
capacity that shifts focus away from the individual body and can perhaps be mobilized to
repair or steal back from capitalism the social relations it has appropriated. They write:

There’s a touch, a feel you want more of, which releases you. The closest Marx ever got to the
general antagonism was when he said “from each according to his ability, to each according to
his need” but we have read this as the possession of ability and the possession of need. What if
we thought of the experiment of the hold as the absolute fluidity, the informality, of this con-
dition of need and ability? What if ability and need were in constant play… This feel is the
hold that lets go (let’s go) again and again to dispossess us of ability, fill us with need, give
us ability to fill need, this feel.19

In the pursuit of a mythical maximum capacity, the puissance of Cassils’s body is
exhausted. What does it mean to be incapacitated by virtuosity? The programmatic
wearing out of Cassils’s body – the diminishment of its capacity to do things that might
be legible as labor, and even the increasing difficulty of basic quotidian tasks (taking off
the t-shirt) – opens into another kind of capacity, an unquantifiable and potentially infinite
form of social relation that moves fluidly between ability and need. Unlike feats of athleti-
cism, need cannot be measured. Reliance is a tireless capacity.

Note on contributor
E. Hella Tsaconas is a PhD Candidate in the Department of Performance Studies at New York Uni-
versity. Her dissertation project, Spectacular Fitness: Sex, Race and the Performance of Athletic

Figure 3. Shirt Rip. Video still from the two-channel installation Fast Twitch//Slow Twitch, 2011.
Part of the six-month durational performance Cuts: A Traditional Sculpture
Source: Image courtesy of the artist and Ronald Feldman Fine Arts. © Cassils 2011.
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Capacity, spans performance art, feminism, elite sport, and post-industrial fitness cultures in order to
theorize the training of bodies and subjects – and the accumulation of value therein – under the con-
ditions of neoliberal capitalism.

Notes
1. Marx (1993, 373–4).
2. Ibid., 377.
3. Ibid., 377.
4. Marketed in English as simply Grundrisse, Marx’s Grundrisse der Kritik der Politischen Öko-

nomie [Outlines of the critique of political economy] is an exhaustingly long and at times frus-
tratingly repetitive – though beautifully paratactical – unfinished manuscript laid aside in 1858.
It was not published until 1939 and the first English translation was made available in 1973. For
more on the impact of this translation on Anglophone Marxist theory via the Birmingham
school of cultural studies see Wise (2003).

5. Ibid., 465.
6. Ibid., 457.
7. Just as capital appropriates the worker’s labor, so too it subsumes the non-working hours. Marx

writes: “The saving of labour time [is] equal to an increase of free time, i.e. time for the full
development of the individual, which in turn reacts back upon the productive power of
labour as itself the greatest productive power… Free time – which is both idle time and time
for higher activity – has naturally transformed its possessor into a different subject, and he
then enters into the direct production process as this different subject.” Ibid., 711–12. Capitalism
produces individuals only insofar as individuals serve capitalism.

8. Cassils (2016).
9. Ibid.
10. I use this term following Paul B. Preciado, who deploys “semiotic-somatic system” as well as

“somatic fiction” as shorthand in referring to a structure of social valuation that is simultaneously
experienced materially in, on, and by the body (i.e. race, sex-gender). See Preciado (2013).

11. Moten (2003, 63).
12. Cassils (2011).
13. Puar (2009, 161–72).
14. For more on the relationship between a Marxian notion of labor capacity and social identity, see

Floyd (2009). “Lukács emphasizes, for example, the way in which specialized knowledges reify
bodily attributes: the scientifically managed factory, in his analysis, reifies not only the body’s
capacity for labour but skill itself. The factory expropriates, disembodies, and reifies the very
technical knowledge of the production process. With the emergence of this regime of sexual
knowledge [the 20th century, psychoanalytic regime], sexual desire is also reified: a bodily
capacity is epistemologically abstracted in the form, for example, of qualitatively new hetero-
sexual and homosexual subjectivities” (p. 24). Emphasis added. See also Federici (2004), for a
detailed account of the process by which maleness and femaleness come to be socially mean-
ingful as productive and reproductive labor respectively in the capitalist regime.

15. Cassils (2016).
16. Marx (1993, 750).
17. Ibid., 750.
18. Papadopoulous, Stephenson, and Tsianos (2008, 206).
19. Harney and Moten (2013, 99).
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